Squidoo Lens 5-Pack For Sale
Lens Stats and Details
Weight-Loss Niche
From:
PotPieGirl.com

2-18-2008

For Sale: 5 Squidoo Lenses in the Weight Loss niche
Lenses Created: 1-25-2008
Lens Urls:
http://www.squidoo.com/lose-ten-pounds-fast
http://www.squidoo.com/weight-loss-over-30
http://www.squidoo.com/lose-weight-fast-diet-tips
http://www.squidoo.com/natural-weight-loss-tips
http://www.squidoo.com/easy-weight-loss-diet

Primary Lens:
Lose 10 Pounds - http://www.squidoo.com/lose-ten-pounds-fast

All 5 lenses were created on the same day, but I chose one to "push" in order to
test the profitability potential of the niche. This 'Lose 10 Pounds' lens has done
very well in its first 3 weeks.
Just this one little key phrase has good potential, so I went for it.

Traffic Sources from Squidoo Dashboard:

Keywords to Date:

As you can see, this lens hit on a lot of 'long-tail' keywords... and the list is much
longer than what is shown here.

Lens is picking up steam on Google and is ranking well (first page) for some
good long-tail terms.

As of today (2-18-2008) this lens ALREADY enjoys an over-all Squidoo lensrank
of #1025!!! That even impressed ME...lol! The 47 click-outs just thru this testing
phase are a real good sign, too!

This lens is currently monetized with 2 Clickbank products and a Clickbank RSS
feed which has my Clickbank Affiliate ID embedded in it. The Amazon or eBay
modules are thru Squidoo and earnings will transfer to the new owner.
If interested (upon purchase), I will generate a Clickbank RSS feed for your use
with your unique CB affiliate ID in it. These RSS feeds can be very handy for
some extra earning power.
This 'Lose 10 Pounds' Lens is the only one I have been adding to, testing, and
'tweaking'. Also, this lens and one other have a mini-article marketing campaign
started for them to create those all-important backlinks. The articles are under a
pen-name.
All 5 lenses are inter-linked to generate exposure to each other. I expect all 5
lenses to do well when tested and tweaked. However, at that point, after seeing
the great potential of just this one lens, I may keep all five if I put too much work
into them =)

The other 4 lenses were created and minus a few "tweaks" are still basically the
same as I originally created them. They are ready to be optimized for your
specific needs - whether that is to use weight-loss keywords to link to your site or
blog... or to use these Squidoo lenses for article marketing campaigns and use
these Squidoo pages as "landing pages".... or both! Also, I have a "Lose 10
Pounds Quick" 38-page ebook that I can give to you if you need a product to sell
or something to give away to build a list. Please ask when making payment and I
will send the zip file to you.

Basic Stats /Over-View of 4 supporting lenses:

Healthy Weight Loss over 30

Lose Weight Fast Diet Tips

Easy Weight Loss Diet

Natural Weight Loss Tips

"Weight Loss" Is a BIG Niche with MANY Searches Every Day
Look:

If you are already in the weight loss niche, these 5 lenses will do ALOT to boost
your online exposure and search engine saturation. If you're NOT in this niche,
but just want a lens 'power pack' for additional revenue, these lenses could be
perfect for you.
Price/Payment Info:
The price for all 5 lenses in $500. Payment by PayPal only (my PayPal address is:
admin@potpieworld.com ). PLEASE, email me FIRST before you pay to be
certain these lenses are still available. These lenses will be transferred to your
Squidoo account asap following payment. Transferring a lens is quick and
painless. If you don't have a Squidoo account, simply go to:
http://www.squidoo.com and sign up. It's FREE!
I expect to keep these 5 lenses on the "market" until the next Google PR update
(a month or so). I anticipate these lenses to not only generate some nice
additional revenue, but to also achieve decent Page Rank. At that point, I will
most likely take them off market and keep them.
Any questions, comments.... or just to say "hello"....
Email me at:
potpiegirl@potpieworld.com
Thanks for looking!
Jennifer

